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Braided Calculations
The girl born with her eye
always on the bottom line
watches her mother chisel
debts into the family ledger,
sees her father pluck
another multi-digit expense
and lay the receipt before her,
a heavy love letter.
They keep their voices soft
but whisper sharp. Again,
the girl heads for her burrow,
a bunker in the basement
where she collects
a wealth of cast-off
buttons, glass beads,
a faded, folded map,
her mother’s 4-H ribbons.
She keeps a hidden
cashbox here, counts
out her stack of pennies,
her silver coins and paper
money. Never enough
she knows, but she lurches
upward with her contribution.
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Precautionary Measures
The girl born in drought
learned early
the flammable wisp of hem
and dangled bow.
She sideways watched
her mother dress in red,
plaster green along her hip,
place wetted strips
around the clapboard house,
the stacks of tattered books,
the spools of dry-rot thread.
The girl stood and only
whimpered
as green-bearing hands
molded a cape to her sunburnt shoulders.
Her mother murmured, safety,
Hampered movement
kept them caged,
distant from the pretty edge
of flame.
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Work Sheet for Family Debts
The woman born with her hip
half-cocked,
her outstretched toe just shy
of tapping,
has a list of debts
three inches deep
inherited over twenty years
of a spotless marriage
now dissolving.
Most nights, the woman
paces the house, passes
kitchen drawers
where silverware aligns,
all the patterns
matching,
the corkscrew, well-used,
nestles in its niche, the pots and pans
fit lid for lid.
In every room,
the furniture rests
unmarked, bears no scuffed legs,
no fault lines in the fabric.
While her daughters sleep
protected from the weight
of what’s to come,
the woman peers out
into the suburban dark,
watches for the coyote,
the one with pups,
watches how the parent teaches
its offspring to leap
for the throat of the night bird,
to enjoy the results of the kill.

